
Position Description 

General Services Office Assistant (Warehouse)  

Basic Function of the Position:  

Incumbent is responsible for assisting the GSO with managing the warehouse, including 

scheduling and executing annual inventories and assisting in the coordination of housing "make-

readies." Oversees all USG property transactions, including initial receipt, distribution, and final 

disposition. Ensures WebPass/MyServices Warehouse requests are properly managed and 

ICASS Uniform Service Standards are met.   Provide security escort for scheduled and un-

scheduled maintenance in the CAA areas. Receives CAA procurement orders through classified 

and oversees random purchases.. 

 

Major Duties and Responsibilities: 

80% - Manages the warehouse, including monitoring expendable and non-expendables property 

inventories, assisting in the coordination of housing "make-readies", and setting up for mission 

wide events. Supervises locally employed warehouse staff including rating the LES Warehouse 

Supervisor.  Plans inventory levels for various supply items and reports to GSO on furniture and 

other non-expendable property inventories. Processes paperwork and e-Services requests relating 

to warehouse and supplies.  Plans and coordinates distribution of furniture to residences and 

responds to customer requests relating to pickup and delivery of furniture. Coordinates with 

Shipping supervisor on deliveries to warehouse and manages receipt of deliveries. Identifies 

furniture, furnishings, drapery, appliances and equipment in need of cleaning, repairing, 

renovation, or replacing.  Monitors welcome kit program, including delivery and ordering.  

Assists with conduct of annual inventory taking including CAA inventories when/if security 

clearance granted and performs inventory spot checks.  Updates Asset Management portion of 

ILMS with non-expendables property acquisitions and disposals.  Plans and executes Embassy 

wide auctions, including working with auctioneer partners, delivering goods to auction site, 

working with shipping on goods evaluation and permits, and coordinating with other agencies for 

auctioning their property.              



Oversees the preparation of residences for new tenants, including coordination of the issuance 

and placement of furniture & appliances in residences.  Coordinates with Housing, Facilities and 

RSO staff to ensure make-ready process is effective and timely. Conducts a thorough walk-

through prior to residence occupancy to ensure appliances and telephones are hooked-up and 

working properly.  Meets with incoming personnel at their residence soon after arrival for 

housing orientation regarding residential furniture inventory. Briefs new arrivals on inventory 

requirements and work orders request procedures. Answers follow-up questions about furniture 

issues and coordinates any additional make-ready work.  Tracks outgoing personnel in order to 

conduct/coordinate furniture inspection and residential inventory, including recommending 

assessment of damages (furnishings, walls, floors, gardens, etc.) prior to employee's departure 

and reports findings to GSO.  Coordinates repair, cleaning, reupholster, or surface refinishing of 

damaged furniture.   

Executes other duties relating to warehouse operations as assigned by the GSO. 

10%- As required and if/once security clearance is obtained, acts as back up security escort for 

CAA, assists GSO in preparation of CAA procurement orders, assists GSO with random 

purchases, and works with IPC with inbound classified pouch receipt when necessary.  

10%- Acts as GSO liaison for New Embassy Compound (NEC) planning and construction.  

Works closely with GSO, FM,Motorpool, OBO, and contractors to facilitate each phase of NEC 

construction beginning in FY14.  Stays abreast of new developments in the project, advising post 

management of effects on operations, building functionality, exterior space requirements, etc.  

Attends regular meetings, site conferences, and other NEC project related events. 

 


